
Supply List - “Torn Fabric Landscapes with Scraps, Trims, Yarn” Barbara Confer

Luther Burbank Art and Garden Center, 2050 Yulupa Ave, August 16, 2013

Barbara will guide us in creating an 18" square
landscape quilt, using small pieces of torn fabric
scraps, trims and yarn.  No pattern will be used,
except for an optional  pattern for the tree
trunk/branches in the foreground.

To maximize your class experience, there is

some prep work that must be done in advance.

Pre-cut and fuse as indicated.

Fabric
Backing: 18" x 18" fabric square - pre-cut to size
Batting: 18" x 18" square - pre-cut to size
Background (sky): Any blue or gray fabric*, 18" x 18" -pre-cut to size; 

any color tulle or trim to enhance sky color

Mountains: Scrap of purple fabric, 18" x 4" (or could be in two pieces, you can overlap)

Grasses: Assorted green scraps in various shades and textures.  One yellow scrap.

Tree Trunks:  One 12" x 16" piece of med. brown fabric for body of tree.  Apply fusible web
to back.         Scraps of browns, purples and yellows

Any trims in browns, golds, or purples
Tree leaves: scraps of several shades and textures of green and yellow
Scraps of green lace, tulle or other interesting fabric
Green organza: You can buy this at JoAnn’s and Beverley’s.    It comes in
many shades, with and without sparkles.  (Barbara ‘s favorites have
sparkles.!)  Approx 1/4 yd. Apply fusible web to an 18" x 6" strip

Fusible web: 1 yard

General sewing supplies   Free-arm stitching is an important technique in this art quilt,
so each student must have a sewing machine that does this.  Bring a sewing machine foot
that allows free-motion quilting, straight stitching, zigzag.  With Barbara’s Janome, she
uses the basting foot, and with her Bernina she uses the free-motion quilting foot.

General sewing supplies: pins, needles, scissors

Thread: Multi green, blue, brown, yellow.  For bobbins: a medium shade of each of the
thread multi colors.   You may sew with all solid colors if you like.

There is a lot to do, so preparing (pre-cut and fuse as indicated) will help.


